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4Kanisa Support Center:
Diagnose Customer Issue

Introduction to Case Response

A Holistic Support System for Customer Service Agents

aTip: When integrated 
with your CRM system, 
Kanisa Support Center’s 
interface directly 
supports this holistic 
view: the main screen 
displays the Diagnose 
and Respond areas side 
by side.

With Case Response, Kanisa Support Center offers a holistic support system for 
agents, where all functionality required for resolving the related case is presented 
in a single screen.
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Case Response Starts in the CRM Environment

dNote: Although this 
particular image is from 
a Clarify system, the 
same approach is taken 
for all CRM and case 
tracking systems 
(assuming your company 
is deploying an 
integrated solution).

Kanisa Support Center’s Case Response is a special screen that is available when 
your CRM system is integrated with Kanisa5. As an example, agents working on 
a case in a CRM environment simply click the Resolve button to load the case 
details into Case Response.
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Case Response: Starts in CRM 
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Case Response: Integrated with CRM

There are two significant benefits to working within Case Response:

• The particulars of a case can be passed from the CRM application to 
Kanisa5, including:

•Reference data (Customer Name, address, email)

•Actionable data (Case type, product field value)

Instructor’s Note: Mention that 
not all instances of Case 
Response provide all these 
items. For example, only a 
relative few cases should 
bring up Interviews; Guided 
Search results should be 
far more common.

• Case Response puts everything you need to diagnose and respond to the 
particular case within a single screen, including:

•Case background information

•Collaboration with co-workers

•Interviews directly relevant to the customer’s issue that guide agents to 
appropriate course of action

•Search results

•List of recommended documents

•Streamlined process to help respond to the customer, record notes back 
to the CRM environment, and successfully close the case
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Case Response: Integrated with CRM
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aTip: The remainder 
of this chapter will focus 
on the Diagnose section 
of Case Response; 
Respond is covered in 
the next chapter.

aTip: Want to know 
how Kanisa5 is 
integrated with your 
CRM system, and what 
specific information is 
shared? Take the 
Kanisa5 Operations 
course after completing 
this class.

The Case Response screen is divided into the two panes: one for diagnosing and 
solving the CRM case, and the other pane is used to respond to the customer, add 
case notes, and close the case.

The resulting layout and structure for any particular Case Response depends on 
the context of its associated CRM case and the policies that determine use of 
various ResolutionFlows, interviews, and response templates. This “case-
sensitivity”—depending on a case’s context to determine Case Response 
content—adds significant value by providing precisely the information an agent 
needs for each different case.
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Case Response: Two Panes
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Searching with Guided Search and Advanced Search

What is Guided Search?

aTip: Guided Search 
and Advanced Search 
are available in three 
locations: in Kanisa 
Support Site, in Kanisa 
Support Center’s 
Response Central, and 
in Kanisa Support 
Center’s Case 
Response.

Instructor’s Note: Explain why 
the student’s screen may 
appear differently.

Guided Search is a system that takes a user’s query and returns to them documents, 
and frequently also provides suggested terms for search refinement.

In most situations, Guided Search is the default view that appears in the Diagnose 
area when your CRM case opens Case Response. If your pane appears differently, 
click the Guided Search button to switch to this view.

Using the Knowledge Map, Guided Search knows the important terminology, 
categories (like activity and symptom), concepts and synonyms for a domain. These 
are used in two ways:

• Guided Search constrains returned documents by these concepts and 
synonyms when it sees them in the user’s query.

• Guided Search interacts by offering other search choices that are most related 
to the user’s question. 
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Alternate Search 

In the case that no or few documents are found that exactly match your query 
constraints, then a document set that matches the greatest number of constraints may 
be returned. 

In addition, one or more alternate searches constructed from the user’s query and 
choices will be returned. These alternate searches help you broaden your search if the 
original constraints were too strict (i.e., fewer than ten documents are found).
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What is Advanced Search?

Advanced Search provides experienced searchers with a full range of search options 
to allow them to more directly control the search results, including:

• Searching over either Whole Documents, Titles, or Document IDs

• Choice to either show or hide refinement (Guided Search) choices

• Additional filters

•Select one or multiple options from the Products taxonomy 

•Select one or multiple document types 

•Indicate an author for a Kanisa-authored document – can either type in 
name (or parts of name) or userID

•Specify a publication date range for a Kanisa-authored document
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Comparing Guided Search and Advanced Search

You can perform new searches or modify existing search results using the Guided 
Search and Advanced Search features. The label at the top of the Search area 
identifies which type of Search is active. To switch to the other type of search, 
click the link next to the label. Advanced Search offers all the search options of 
Guided Search with several additional options. 

Table 2 below provides details about each option and for which type of search 
they are available.

Table 2. The various options available in Guided Search and Advanced Search.

Search
Option

Where
Found

Description

Document Types Both Guided Search and 
Advanced Search

Limits the search to documents of the type you 
select.

Search box Both Guided Search and 
Advanced Search

Enter one or more keywords to add to the search. 
Enclose exact words or phrases in double quotes. 
Include plus (+) for required words and minus to 
exclude words. Use OR between words if you want 
to include either word. Example:
god OR goddess+”Greek Mythology” 
-Roman

Product Both Guided Search and 
Advanced Search

Limits the search to documents for the product 
you select.

Author Advanced Search only Limits the search to documents created by the 
author’s name you enter.

Published Advanced Search only Limits the search to the document created within 
the specified time period.

Search Within Advanced Search only Searches the whole document or title for the 
keyword(s) you enter in the search box.

Show focus choice Advanced Search only Show or hide search refinement selections and 
alternative searches
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Best Bets

What is a Best Bet?

Instructor’s Note: Discuss 
some best practices/best 
uses for Best Bets, 
including pointing to a 
FAQ you want people to 
see, hot topics (including 
emergency issues, or issues 
with universal/global 
relevance), new product 
details, or even direct a 
user to a downloads page 
for accessing software.

Best Bets are configurable links that you create to point to specific content 
sources. It is the conditions given for the triggering of Best Bets that give them 
their power. The conditions for Best Bets relate specifically to the topic the user 
has queried on, or are created to relate to a specific user group. 

Because Best Bets can be targeted to specific popular issues, the various query 
terms people enter and a specific user group, they have a high chance of being the 
exact answer or topic that users need.

There are two types of Best Bets:

• Home Page Best Bets are displayed on a user’s Home Page. These Best Bets 
can be set up to display only when a user has specific attributes. Home Page 
Best Bets usually display common issues rather than specific issues that the 
user may be searching on.

• Search Page Best Bets are provided in addition to any search results that are 
returned by the user’s query. These Best Bets can be displayed in two ways: 
either in their own Best Bets area above the search results, or as the top 
entries in the Results list.
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How Best Bets Work

Instructor’s Note: Provide an 
example, such as the one 
shown in the slide, where 
many people are looking 
for info concerning fonts in 
MS Office. As shown in the 
slide, an additional, more 
restrictive Best Bet could 
drive XP users to a different 
link.

Administrators and other users with the appropriate authority can design Best Bets 
that will fire for any combination of specified groups, words in a query, products, 
and/or concepts.

Since the knowledge map is used in relation to queries, Best Bets will 
automatically be triggered whenever query terms and guided search selections 
reference those concepts. The Kanisa system auto-classifies these concepts 
through the evidence (synonyms, phrases, and terms) used for each concept.

For example, if the concept “install” is referenced for triggering a Best Bet for 
Windows XP, any queries performed when the product area Windows XP is chosen 
that contain evidence for “install” will trigger the Best Bet (including phrases such as 
“set up”, “installation”, possibly “upgrade”, etc.). By auto-classifying key concepts, 
the Kanisa system enables the Best Bets to show up whenever any relevant queries are 
entered. The Best Bet author only needs to define the key concepts involved, and the 
Kanisa system will do the rest. 
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Exercise - Search for Relevant Information

Objectives

Instructor’s Note: Make sure 
you have distributed the 
student ID sheets to each 
student. This sheet should 
point them to the correct 
URL and provide a unique 
ID for each student. 
Remind the students that 
must use their own 
individual IDs when 
accessing the system.

• Understand the integrated, holistic nature of Case Response and open it 
directly from your CRM case

• Successfully perform Guided Searches and Advanced Searches, using 
appropriate parameters to filter your search effectively

• Use focus choices as an alternate means of filtering your search

• Identify Best Bets and know why they appear as a result of your search

Scenario

You are a customer service agent who has an account in both a CRM 
environment and in Kanisa Support Center. You have been assigned a particular 
customer case that you need to resolve as quickly as possible. In this exercise, you 
will begin by reviewing your assigned case, then search within Case Response to 
gather relevant information.

Steps

Access Your Customer Case
aTip: Your student ID 
and the URL you need to 
use to access your CRM 
are provided on your 
student ID sheet. Ask 
your instructor for help if 
you don’t have your ID 
sheet.

A Point your Web browser to your training CRM environment at the URL 
shown on your student ID sheet.

B Select ClarifyCRM Support from the drop-down menu in the CRM’s login 
screen.

C Log in to the system using your student ID as both the name and password.
Example: If your ID is “Student07,” enter student07 for the username and 
password.

bCAUTION! Make sure you use the correct userID so that you don’t conflict with other 
students’ work.

D Select the default link in the My Folders navigation tree.
E Open the case entitled “Printing Watermark.”
F A new View Case window will open. Click its Resolve button to connect to 

Kanisa.
G A login screen for Kanisa will appear. As before, use your student ID (e.g., 

student07) as your login and password.
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Perform Searches
A You should now have a new window open that displays your case’s Case 

Resolution screen. A Guided Search, based on the case criteria, has already 
been performed for you.

B Review the list of documents that are returned from your query. Is there any 
item that looks like a good match for the customer’s issue? If there is, click 
the Add link next to them in order to add the relevant document(s) to your 
case notes.

C Click Switch to Advanced Search to get some experience working with the 
various advanced search filters. As an example, try using the following:
a. Set the Search Within filter to “Title Only.”
a. Set the Product filter to “printer.”
b. Click Search to search with the new filter.

D Notice how the list of documents that are returned from your query has been 
refined, and the number of returns significantly reduced.

Review and Select Best Bets
A Switch back to Guided Search by clicking Switch to Guided Search.
B Is there any Best Bet that appears in this search in the Additional Resources 

area? Does it appear relevant to this case?
C Click the Best Bet (it should be called “How to print a watermark in 

Acrobat”) to review what content the link points to.
D Click the Add link next to this Best Bet to add it to your Case Resolution.

That’s it for now! You should be comfortable performing searches, using focus 
choices, reviewing documents and Best Bets, and adding relevant materials to 
your Case Resolution.
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Stepping Through Interviews

When the appropriate response to a given case is to ask further questions, an 
interview can be loaded into the Diagnose pane of Case Response. 

Interview uses include:

• Diagnostic purposes

• Provide how-to instructions for a solution

• Provide forms for merchandise returns or policies

• Drive specific “scripts” to assist with account management “up-sell”
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Dynamic Screens: Driving a Case Response to an Interview
Instructor’s Note: Take a few 
minutes to discuss the 
concept of dynamic 
screens. Although this 
example identifies why a 
case resolution brought up 
an interview rather than a 
Guided Search, point out 
to the students that this 
ResolutionFlow mechanism 
can direct the user to one 
of three different screens: a 
document, an interview, or 
a Guided Search.

aTip: For in-depth 
training on dynamic 
screens and creating 
ResolutionFlows, take 
the Functional 
Administration class.

So why does clicking Resolve in one CRM case bring you to a Guided Search, and 
another case takes you to an Interview? Your administrator and/or manager can 
use dynamic screens to control what a Case Response displays. The particular 
content and style of a dynamic screen is determined by a ResolutionFlow. 

As shown in the image above, a ResolutionFlow has been configured to look for 
“installing Microsoft Office” in the case title. When that string is found, the 
system automatically drives Case Response to load a screen that contains a pre-
defined Interview.
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Reviewing Background Details

Look in the Background screen for:

• Customer information (pulled from CRM system)

• Case history
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Using Case Context from Your CRM System

Instructor’s Note: Discuss with 
the class what is case 
context, and what Kanisa 
does with it.

• Dynamic Screens

•Fields and list of nodes are passed to the ResolutionFlow

•The context determines the dynamic screen the agent sees

• Collaboration: Case context is used to identify area experts

• Searching (see next page)
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Symptom: error messages
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Product: excel
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Searching with Case Context 

Instructor’s Note: Go over the 
relationship between case 
context and search results. 
Depending on the level of 
interest in the class, you 
may want to run a couple 
of examples that show both 
minimal text and large text 
being passed.

• Searching: Case context is passed to search, and the results populate the 
search pane
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Case Search

• Case context is deeply analyzed and search results returned
• Guidance provided for research and diagnosis
• Advanced Search filters and control for expert users
• Support for Ad hoc and iterative searching
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body)
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Collaborating with Co-workers

• Receive recommended experts and groups of experts based on case context 
and profiles

• Search for experts or select recent collaborators
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Instructor’s Note: Discuss 
other benefits of 
Collaboration: that 
collaboration events are 
automatically written back 
to the CRM case history, 
and that collaboration 
threads can be promoted 
to a solution.
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Collaborate: Expert Locator
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Exercise - Diagnose and Solve Customer Issue

Objectives

• Work through an Interview to help diagnose the customer problem

• Use the Background screen to review background details concerning the case

• Use Collaboration to identify knowledge experts whom you can message to 
help resolve your case

Scenario

Similar to the previous exercise, you are acting as an agent who has been assigned 
a different case to resolve. 

Steps

Step Through an Interview
aTip: If you forgot the 
URL to your CRM, it’s on 
your student ID sheet.

A Return to your main CRM environment window and open the case entitled 
“Printing Problem - not printing.”

B Click the case’s Resolve button, then log in to the Kanisa login screen (if 
needed). A new Case Resolution screen will appear. But this time it should 
look quite different from the earlier exercise’s screen: an Interview has been 
automatically loaded for you.

dNote: You’re 
welcome to respond to 
the Interview differently, 
but of course you should 
expect that you may end 
up with a different 
resolution than what is 
described here.

C Step through the interview by answering the questions accordingly:
a. For Question 1 (Is the printer accessed locally or through a network?), 

select the Local radio button.
b. For Question 2 (“Is the print job in the printer queue?”), select its 

checkbox, then click Next to continue.
c. Select the checkbox for Question 3 (“Does the printer have paper?”), 

then click Next to continue.
d. Do not select the checkbox for Question 4 (“Does the printer have 

enough toner?”), then click Next to continue.
e. The Interview will now direct you to a directed document that addresses 

this specific problem that you’ve identified (i.e., not having enough 
toner).

Check Background Details
A You also should take a quick look at the case history. Rather than having to 

going back to your CRM environment, simply click the Background button.
B Note the different types of information that Kanisa has pulled from the CRM 

environment: customer info, case info, and case history.
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Collaborate with Co-Workers
A Let’s say you want to get some more information from your co-workers to 

help out on this case. Take a look in the Case History area of the Background 
screen: it will list any collaboration.

B To start collaborating on this case, click the Collaborate button.
C Add a short description into the Message field.
D Click Add Collaborators. The Select Collaborators window appears.
E Depending on the text that is in the Subject and Message fields, you may 

have several collaborators automatically displayed. If not, type printer into 
the Search for expertise in field, then click Find.

F Choose any or all of the experts by selecting their Add checkboxes, then click 
OK to save your selection.

G Back in the main Collaboration area, you will now see the list of knowledge 
experts you selected at the bottom of the Collaboration screen. Click Post 
Message to broadcast your question to these “experts”.

H For fun, everyone in the class has been set as an expert for this question. This 
means that you each will receive all the other people’s postings. Go ahead and 
read through and respond to some postings, to get a feel for how this 
collaboration works.

You’ve finished this exercise. You should be comfortable stepping through 
Interviews, checking your case’s background details, and collaborating with 
knowledge experts to help resolve your case.

bCAUTION! Keep this window open—you can minimize if you wish, but don’t close it!—
you will continue to work with this screen in the next exercise.
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Diagnose and Solve Review

Case Response

A Holistic Support System for Customer Service Agents
• Kanisa Support Center’s Case Response is a special screen that is available 

when your CRM system is integrated with Kanisa5. As an example, agents 
working on a case in a CRM environment simply click the Resolve button to 
load the case details into Case Response.

• With Case Response, Kanisa Support Center offers a holistic support system 
for agents, where all functionality required for resolving the related case is 
presented in a single screen.

• Case Response starts in your CRM and ties automatically to Kanisa5. Full 
Case context is available, as the case details are passed from the CRM to 
Kanisa5. As actions are performed in Kanisa5, the history and relevant docs 
are fed back to the CRM.

Guided and Advanced Search

• Guided search is a tool that will help end users get to a piece of content more 
efficiently. The content may be in the form of documents, articles, or work 
cases. The job of Guided Search is to connect people to this information.

• Advanced search takes the features in Guided Search and adds more powerful 
filters, provides experienced searchers with a full range of search options to 
allow them to more directly control the search results, including:

•Searching over either Whole Documents, Titles, or Document IDs

•Choice to either show or hide refinement (Guided Search) choices

•Additional filters for selecting one or multiple options from the 
Products taxonomy, document types, authors, and more
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Best Bets

Best Bets are links to specific content sources. Because Best Bets can be targeted to 
specific popular issues, the various query terms people enter and a specific user 
group, they have a high chance of being the exact answer or topic that users need.

There are two types of Best Bets:

• Home Page Best Bets are displayed on a user’s Home Page. These Best Bets 
can be set up to display only when a user has specific attributes. Home Page 
Best Bets usually display common issues rather than specific issues that the 
user may be searching on.

• Search Page Best Bets are provided in addition to any search results that are 
returned by the user’s query. These Best Bets are displayed in an Additional 
Resources area above the search results. They can also have extra parameters 
so that they can be displayed when specific queries are run.

Interviews

An Interview is one type of dynamic screen that can appear in a Case Response 
window’s Diagnose pane. When the appropriate response to a given case is to ask 
further questions, an interview or script will appear (instead of the default Guided 
Search results). 

Interview uses include:

• Diagnostic purposes

• Provide how-to instructions for a solution

• Provide forms for merchandise returns or policies

• Drive specific “scripts” to assist with account management “up-sell”

Background Information

The Background screen is another dynamic screen that you can select in a Case 
Response window’s Diagnose pane. 

Look in the Background screen for:

• Customer information (pulled from CRM system)

• Case history

Collaboration

The Collaboration screen is another dynamic screen that you can select in a Case 
Response window’s Diagnose pane. Agents can use this screen to get help from 
knowledgeable co-workers to quickly resolve their cases.

When accessing Collaboration through Case Response, the case’s full context is 
available. The system can thereby provide recommendations about the specific 
individuals and/or groups who are experts on the case’s subject.
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5Kanisa Support Center:
Respond to Customer

Recording Information with Case Notes

Instructor’s Note: Have the 
students consider that these 
templates are configurable 
by an admin, based on 
their own environment and 
needs.

Instructor’s Note: Spend a 
little time walking through 
the Case Notes interface, 
especially highlighting the 
use of variables.

Case Notes provide a structured environment for capturing information based on 
the Case Context.

• Variables speed up the note-recording process and help enforce format 
consistency.

• All Case Notes details—variable entries, typed notes, attachments, etc.—are 
written back to the CRM case history when Save is clicked.
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Reply to the Customer Using Response Forms

Instructor’s Note: As with 
Case Notes, highlight the 
use of variables, showing 
how they can auto-load 
case data into the email 
reply.

Working in the Response to Customer area is similar to the Case Notes forms in that 
there are:

• Variables to speed up the data entry process and to help enforce format 
consistency.

Instructor’s Note: You may 
want to caution the 
students about the 
“problem” with using the 
Save button for emails--it 
saves the email to the 
CRM and erases it, so it’s 
not sent. Use Send 
instead.

• All correspondences are written back to the CRM case history when Save or 
Send is clicked. 

There are some email-based issues to keep in mind as you use the Response to 
Customer:

• The Receiver is the customer email address pulled from the CRM case

• The Sender is the agent or enterprise; this behavior is set at the system level

Knowledge-Empowered Customer Service™ Kanisa Confidential and ProprietaryKanisa5 Overview Training
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Sneak Peek: Managing Case Notes Forms and Responses

Instructor’s Note: You might 
also want to discuss the 
customization of Case 
Notes forms in XML format. 
In this case, show a 
particular form, then open 
its associated XML file and 
point out the string that is 
used as the default text, 
etc.

Case Notes and Customer Response forms are productivity and consistency 
enhancers for agents. But why does the system display a particular Case Notes form 
and Response form for a given Case Response? It’s the same reason why an interview 
was selected: an admin or manager specified the particular form for the Case 
Response’s ResolutionFlow.

Knowledge-Empowered Customer Service™ Kanisa Confidential and ProprietaryKanisa5 Overview Training
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Closing a Case

Click Close Case in either Case Notes or Response to Customer to:

A Save all Case Notes, Customer Replies, and Collaborations,
B Send unsaved information back to CRM system,
C Close the case in the CRM system, and finally
D Close the Case Response window in Kanisa Support Center.

Knowledge-Empowered Customer Service™ Kanisa Confidential and ProprietaryKanisa5 Overview Training
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Exercise - Respond to Customer and Close Case

Instructor’s Note: The students 
needed to have kept their 
previous Case Response 
window open. If they 
closed it, you’ll need to 
help them go back to the 
CRM environment and re-
step through the interview 
to come to the same 
endpoint.

Objectives

• Record pertinent details concerning the case with Case Notes

• Reply to the customer using the Response Form

Scenario

This is a continuation from the previous exercise where you have been assigned a 
particular customer case that you need to resolve as quickly as possible.

In the previous exercise you ran through an interview and collaborated with other 
agents to diagnose and solve the problem. Here, you will complete your duties to 
resolve this case by adding some notes about how the case was resolved, send off 
an email to the customer describing the workaround, and finally closing the case.

Steps

Record Your Notes
A After working through an interview and collaborating with knowledge 

experts, you probably have some insight into this issue. If you want, you can 
jump-start your note entry process by selecting an appropriate entry from the 
Description drop-down list (e.g., choose “document”).

B In the Respond area of your Case Response, make sure that Case Notes is 
selected, then enter some details into the Description field. 

aTip: If you don’t see 
this document because 
your left pane is showing 
your collaboration, click 
the Interview button to 
return to the end results 
of your interview—the 
directed document 
should appear there.

C Let’s pretend that, as a result of the Interview and/or Collaboration, you have 
accessed a document that will help the user fix their problem. Back in Case 
Response’s Diagnose area, click Add in the upper-right corner of the 
“Printing Problem (low level of toner)” document.

D When you’ve finished entering your notes, do a spell check by clicking the 
Spelling button.

E Save your work back to the CRM system by clicking Save.

Reply to the Customer
A You’ve finished adding notes, and it’s time to respond to the customer and 

send them the document that will fix their troubles. Click Respond to 
Customer.

B For the sake of this exercise, you will be your own client. The system has pre-
populated the customer email and subject information with the details 
provided in the CRM system. Double check that the email address is your 
studentID (e.g., student07@training.kanisa.com). If not, erase the entry 
and type in the appropriate address.

C Choose an appropriate greeting variable from the Greeting drop-down list, 
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then modify it as desired in the Greeting field. 
D Choose the “document” (or an alternate) entry from the Body drop-down list, 

then modify it as desired in the Body field. 
E Choose the “sincerely” (or an alternate) entry from the Closing drop-down 

list, then modify it as desired in the Closing field. 
F Remember we said that you found a document that will help the customer fix 

their problem? Click the same Add link next to the appropriate document to 
add it to the customer’s email.

G When you’ve finished crafting your email, do a spell check by clicking the 
Spelling button.

H Send your email to the customer by clicking Send.

cWARNING!!! Do NOT press Save before sending your email! Your information will be 
saved to the CRM, and these fields will be cleared. This means you will have to re-
create the entire email.

Close the Case
A You’ve done it all: researched and diagnosed the customer’s problem, 

recorded details, and sent the customer an email with a document to fix their 
problem. Go ahead and close this case by clicking Close Case.

Instructor’s Note: Show the 
students how to search for 
closed cases in Clarify 
(Search -> Case, then 
choose the “Closed Cases” 
item).

B The case will send all remaining history notes back to the CRM system and 
then close the window. To confirm that the case is closed, switch back to the 
Clarify window and press the Update button: your case should be removed 
from the list of open cases.

Congratulations! You’ve successfully completed this exercise.
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Respond and Learn Review

Case Notes

Case Notes is one of two screens that appear in a Case Response window’s 
Respond pane. 

• Case Notes provide a structured environment for capturing information 
based on the Case Context. These templates are configurable, based on each 
implementation’s environment and needs.

• Variables speed up the note-recording process and help enforce format 
consistency.

• All Case Notes details—variable entries, typed notes, attachments, etc.—are 
written back to the CRM case history when Save is clicked.

Response Forms

Response to Customer is the second screen in a Case Response window’s 
Respond pane. Working in this screen is similar to the Case Notes forms in that there 
are:

• Variables to speed up the data entry process and to help enforce format 
consistency.

• All correspondence are written back to the CRM case history when Save or 
Send is clicked.

There are some email-based issues to keep in mind as you use the Response to 
Customer:

• The Receiver is the customer email address pulled from the CRM case

• The Sender is the agent or enterprise; this behavior is set at the system level

• The email server can either be accessed from Kanisa, or the email details can 
be saved to the CRM environment to be sent from there

Closing a Case

Clicking Close Case in either Case Notes or Response to Customer starts a 
sequence of events:

A All Case Notes, Customer Replies, and Collaborations are saved in Kanisa 
Support Center.

B All previously unsaved information is written back to the CRM system.
C The case is closed in the CRM system, and finally
D The Case Response window in Kanisa Support Center is closed.


